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Background
Applicants Name: Andras Horvath
Applications Organisation: Rheologic GmbH
Application Name: chtMollierSolver – OpenFOAM solver
Programming Language: C++
Programming Model: MPI
Source Code Available: No
Input data: Customer’s input
Performance study: Performance Audit
The performance data was collected by the customer on a cluster with 16 cores
per node. Trace data was collected using Extrae 3.4.3. Paraver was used to
visualise the data.

Application structure
Figure 1 shows a timeline of the duration of useful computation for 32 MPI
processes; time is shown along the x-axis and the different processes are
along the y-axis. There is an initialization period, then the main compute
section and negligible finalization. There are nine timesteps with the first one
having slightly different behavior than the other eight, which are highlighted in
red in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Timeline of Useful Duration for 32 MPI ranks, the main computational region
is highlighted in red. Gradient colouring highlights the length of each computational
section, measured in μs.

Focus of Analysis (FOA)
The analysis focusses on a section of the main computation. The second
timestep was taken to be the FOA, as shown in Figure 2. This timestep includes
iterative solvers with slight variation in the number of iterations within each full
timestep. There are two distinct algorithms of iterative solver, fluid-air and solid,
in this simulation.

Figure 2. Timeline of Useful Duration for 32 MPI ranks for the FOA. Gradient colouring
highlights the length of each computational section, measured in μs.

A zoomed in view with a timeline of the individual solves within the fluid-air
solve are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. Zoomed in timeline of useful duration for solvers within a timestep on 32 MPI
ranks. Gradient colouring highlights the length of each computational section,
measured in μs.

Figure 3. Zoomed in timeline of MPI calls for solvers within a timestep on 32 cores.

It can be seen that there are MPI_Allreduce, then asynchronous
communications that finish in MPI_Waitall, after which more MPI_Allreduce
calls are used.

Scalability
The code within the FOA scales exceedingly well and is actually super-linear.
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Figure 4. Scaling for FOA
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Figure 5. Runtime for FOA

Efficiency
We quantify the performance of the code within the region of interest using the
metrics shown in Table 1. The values are all efficiencies, generally ranging from 0
to 100%, with 100% being ideal and 80% give as the cut-off for ‘good’
performance. The headline figure is the Global Efficiency, which is the product of
the Parallel and Computational Efficiencies.
•
•
•
•

Parallel Efficiency is the product of the Load Balance, Transfer Efficiency
and Serialisation Efficiency.
Load Balance is the ratio of the average time a process spends in
computation to the maximum time.
Transfer Efficiency gives the amount of time lost in transferring data
Serialisation Efficiency is the time lost waiting for MPI operations to
complete due to late arrivals.
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•

Computational Scalability shows how the total time spent in computation
varies with the number of processes. It is a relative scaling of total time in
computation compared to the value on the smallest number of cores
• Instruction Scalability compares the total number of instructions executed
for different numbers of processes, again it is a scaling relative to the
value on the smallest number of cores.
• IPC is the number of instructions executed per cycle and the IPC
Scalability shows how its value varies with process count. In Table 1, the
values of computational, instructions and IPC efficiencies are all
calculated relative to the single node performance.
• Cycles Scalability compares the frequency (cycles per second) relative to
the value on the fewest cores. This shows whether there are any
fluctuations in the speed of the machine.
A more detailed description of these metrics can be found at
https://sharepoint.ecampus.rwthaachen.de/units/rz/HPC/public/Shared%20Documents/Metrics.pdf.
nodes
cores

1
16

2
32

4
64

8
128

91.4%

95.3%

100.6%

99.5%

Computational
Scalability
Parallel Efficiency
Load Balance

100.0%
91.4%
95.5%

110.4%
86.4%
93.3%

144.1%
69.8%
86.7%

193.7%
51.4%
67.4%

Communication
Efficiency

95.6%

92.6%

80.5%

76.1%

Serialization
Efficiency

97.8%

96.4%

88.1%

87.8%

Transfer
Efficiency

97.8%

96.0%

91.3%

86.8%

Instruction Scalability

100.0%

99.5%

98.1%

97.8%

Instruction per Cycle
(IPC) Scalability
Cycles Scalability

100.0%
100.0%

111.0%
100.1%

147.4%
99.9%

199.8%
99.6%

Global Efficiency

Table 1. Efficiency table for FOA, coloured with a gradient so >80% is green.

From the efficiencies in Table 1, the main points to note are that there is
decreasing load balance that falls below 80% on 128 cores. The
Computational Scalability is well over 100% and this can be seen to be due to
the high IPC scalability. Since overall the Global Efficiency is nearly constant,
this improvement in IPC is masking the inefficiency from the load imbalance.
There is also a decrease in the Transfer and Serialization Efficiencies that
leads to the Communication Efficiency dropping below 80% on 128 cores.
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Load Balance
The Load Balance is the main issue highlighted in the POP performance
metrics. It drops below 80% on 128 cores. The histograms in Figure 7 display
binned values of the metric, with darker colours signifying that there is more
cumulative time spent that falls within that bin. The y-axis is processes and the
x-axis is bin values.

Figure 7. Histogram of useful duration (left) and histogram of useful instructions (right)
on 128 cores.

The imbalance behaviour can be seen in the left image of Figure 7 by the
scattering in the useful duration. If the application were perfectly balanced, all
equivalent computational bursts would take equal times on all MPI ranks.
However, there are outliers (circled in red) that take much longer than other
ranks along with a split behaviour (circled in blue).
Looking at the histogram of useful instructions (on the right), the different
computational bursts are close to being vertically aligned, meaning each MPI
rank has a similar number of instructions to complete. The application is well
balanced in terms of instructions but the metrics still indicate a load imbalance.
Figure 8 shows timlines of useful duration and useful IPC. In the top timeline,
some ranks spend significantly longer in computation in the dark blue regions
than others. Looking at the same ranks in the bottom timeline we can see that
they have a lower IPC than the other MPI ranks and so they take longer to
complete the same number of instructions, hence the load imbalance issues.
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Figure 8. Timeline of useful duration (top) and useful IPC (bottom) on 128 cores.
Gradient colouring highlights the IPC value for each computational section.

The same ranks are consistently impacted with reduced IPC throughout a
single timestep, as shown in Figure 9, where the light green lines continue for
long times.

Figure 9. Timeline of a single timestep on 128 cores showing useful IPC.
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Figure 10. Histogram of useful IPC on 128 cores.

Figure 10 shows the histogram of IPC on 128 cores during computational
regions in between MPI calls, referred to as bursts. Circled in red are the low
outliers where lots of time has been spent at a lower IPC than the other dark
blue sections, causing the load imbalance seen in the metrics.
The low IPC on certain ranks appears to be due to an increase in the cache
miss ratio for those ranks. Figure 11 shows that the ranks with lower IPC (light
green) are the ones with the highest (dark blue) L1 cache miss ratio.

Figure 11. Useful IPC (top), L1 data cache misses per 1000 instructions (bottom)

This is similarly shown in Figure 12 in the histograms of the useful IPC. The
ranks with lower than average IPC, shown in the circled regions, are the ones
with higher than average L1 data cache miss rates.
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Figure 12. Histograms of useful IPC (top) and L1 data cache miss ratio (bottom). The
regions circled in red highlight the inverse correlation between the two for certain MPI
ranks.

Computational Performance
In general, average IPC improves steadily with core count which improves the
performance of the code.
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Figure 13. Average instructions per cycle for computational regions.

Communication
Both the Transfer and Serialization Efficiencies decrease slightly with
increasing core count, leading to a Communication Efficiency below 80% on
128 cores. This means that more time is being spent transferring data as well
as there being longer delays due to ranks waiting for communication partners.

Figure 14. Timeline of MPI calls for actual application execution (top) and timeline of
simulated ideal network (bottom)

Figure 14 compares the actual execution with the simulated execution on an
ideal network (time to transfer data is zero). It can be seen that there would be
a reasonable reduction in runtime with an ideal network. Figure 15 shows a
more zoomed in view.
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Figure 15 Timelines of MPI calls showing actual execution (top) compared to ideal
network (bottom). Durations of the two timelines are the same.

In Figure 15, it can be seen that the time in MPI_Allreduce would not decrease
signficantly on an ideal network. This means that the load balance issues are
causing the waiting time in MPI_Allreduce. The time in MPI_Waitall does
reduce signficantly, as we would expect.
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Figure 16. Connectivity matrix for 128 cores point-to-point communication, gradient
colouring is by the number of sends between ranks. Gradient colouring denotes the
number of point-to-point sends between processes.

Figure 16 shows the number of point to point messages sent between ranks.
The y-axis is the sending rank and the x-axis is the receiving rank, the colouring
denotes the number of messages sent between the participating processes.
We can see that messages between some processes occur less frequently than
others, since they are light green. These less frequent point-to-point calls show
that each MPI rank has a large number of neighbours. The most frequent
communication is to a smaller number of ranks, which is shown exclusively in
Figure 17 and shall be denoted phase A. The section with large number of point
to point communication partners (Figure 16) shall be denoted as phase B.
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Figure 17. Connectivity matrix with most common pattern of point to point
communication.

Figure 18 shows the timeline of a single timestep. The communication pattern
in Figure 17 occurs in Phase A and the period where the processes have large
numbers of communication partners occurs in Phase B.

Figure 18. Timeline of MPI calls on 128 cores highlighting the sections with different
behaviour.
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Figure 19. Timeline of MPI calls on 128 cores zoomed into ‘Phase B’.

Phase B is the only section where MPI_Send and MPI_Recv calls are made,
asynchronous point-to-point calls are used elsewhere.
Table of average bytes sent per MPI call is shown in Table 2.
MPI_Send

MPI_Isend

MPI_Allreduce

16

8.00

36,758

8.05

32

7.99

14,973

8.05

64

7.99

9,578

8.05

128

7.98

6,133

8.05

Table 2. Average number of bytes transferred per MPI call.

It can be seen that MPI_Send, and MPI_Allreduce have low values for the
average number of bytes sent per MPI call and that the amount of data sent via
MPI_Isend reduces as the number of processes increases.

Summary of Observations
•

Overall the application FOA scales very well, and there is not huge room
for improvement.

•

Average IPC increases with number of cores, leading to superlinear
scaling in the FOA

•

Load imbalance is caused by certain ranks taking longer to complete
work, causing the other ranks to wait
o This is due to reduced IPC
o Reduced IPC is caused by increased cache miss rates for the
slower ranks

•

Communication generally degraded at scale but overall is efficient
o Connectivity matrix is reasonably sparse for most of a timestep
which means ranks don’t communicate with a large number of
others via point to point, which is good
o Blocking sends and recvs and a large number of point to point
communication partners occur in phase B of each timestep
o There is small imbalance in the amount of data transferred by
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each rank.
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